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Chapter 2351
“For the demon clan , kill!”

“Kill!”

With the roar, the Sky Demon Sect, Hundred Demon Hall and Troll Hall instantly rushed
out of the swamp forest, and then divided into three soldiers. Road, kill the trapped fairy
valley directly.

At this time, the shaking of the ground became more and more violent, but at this time,
the periphery of the sleepy fairy valley was already surrounded by thunder and fire,
explosions were everywhere, under the dust and smoke, the flames exploded, and no
one could tell clearly. Is this because of the ground vibration caused by the spell
explosion, or the vibration from the ground itself.

George took the lead, even if the two true gods and many masters kept flanking and
encircling, this guy was covered in blood, but he still fought to the end.

The three families who were killed just went straight in and out, terrified.

The two true gods are already sweating profusely on their foreheads, panting, and
depleting the gods in the body.

But George is like a bull who can’t use up his strength at all, rushing around and killing
indiscriminately. Even if they are tired, they must grit their teeth and insist.

Above the ground, it has been stained red with blood, and the blood is flowing like a river.
Above the head, the sky is also mixed with black because of the endless explosions.

This battle is tragic and vast.

The group of scattered people who did not participate in the war, one by one, were like
petrification, quietly appreciating this unprecedented battle.

They didn’t pay attention at all. The forest before and behind them had completely
changed. The trees had withered and the grass had withered, and the lawn under their
feet had been replaced by scorched earth.

“I… Damn, what’s going on? How…” Suddenly, at this moment, someone finally noticed
the difference in the surrounding situation.

Although the front is wonderful, if you pay a little attention to the surroundings, you will
find that the surroundings are completely different.



After all, in such a peculiar place as the land of the trapped dragon, the trapped fairy
valley is too eye-catching, and with such a dramatic change, it will naturally become
even more eye-catching.

Following his roar, the people around him suddenly realized that everything seemed to
be completely different.

The tree withered, the grass was gone, and when I looked back at the sleepy fairy valley,
I was stunned to discover that the sleepy fairy valley of Nuo Da suddenly disappeared
without a trace.

“What the hell…what the hell is going on?”

“Why is the Sleepy Immortal Valley gone?”

But when everyone looked at each other because of this change, at this moment, they
suddenly heard a sound of killing outside.

“Kill!”

Everyone hurriedly turned their heads, and saw a large army behind them, each of
which was a giant, armed with a huge axe or a big knife, rushing in madly.

“Mozu, it is Mozu!”

“Oh my God, the people of the Mozu have been killed.”

Someone panicked and shouted loudly. Then, the whole scattered camp suddenly went
into chaos, and everyone fled in despair, or hurriedly. He took up his weapon and
hurriedly withdrew from his position, and it was like a mess for a while.

In the blink of an eye, on the other side, there were shouts and killings. When everyone
looked back, they saw a thousand demons rushing and invading with their swords on
the far side.

“Kill!”

There is another one, which is still several thousand magic soldiers, and under the
leadership of Mo Beitian, they are simultaneously rushing in.

“We are surrounded by demons.” The Sanren Alliance shouted loudly, and the whole
array was in chaos.

“Kill!” The three parties roared together, killing in anger.

The Loose Alliance can’t reflect this completely. With self-conflict, let alone fight against
it, it is extremely difficult to escape safely. It is not uncommon for you to push and
squeeze each other in order to survive.



But just when many people in the scattered people alliance thought that they were dead,
the soldiers of the demons who rushed over did not carry out any massacres on them,
but rushed directly from them.

A group of people looked at each other, obviously in shock, looking palely at the demon
soldiers who had rushed past.

“What are these…this group of people? They… why didn’t they kill us?”

“Did they discover it by their conscience?”

“No, their target is not us, but the three big families!”

“When did the demons? The courage is so courageous, unexpectedly… I dare to show
his face to such a large army, and the target is directed at the three major families. Are
they tired of living?”

“Yeah, are the demons all crazy?” ? “

a bunch of scattered people felt that it was really hard to imagine, after all, the inferno of
people, in addition to some of the masters will always be used and dare to openly show
up outside some large family, with no fanfare may appear openly in the manner of a
large force.

But just when a group of scattered people were amazed, the soldiers of the three-way
demons had already rushed into the innermost three clan camps.

Although the three major families are large in number, because George is rampaging
like a bull, they have long been on the verge of a big enemy, and all of them are focused
on George.

At this moment, Mozu Zhixin’s sudden entry obviously caught the group by surprise. In
addition, it was attacked from behind, which could not be reflected for a while. Two or
three thousand demon soldiers suddenly raised their swords and fell for a few moments.
Thousands of disciples were beheaded by the demons.

The whole camp of the three major families suddenly fell into a panic…

Chapter 2352
“Kill!”

Upon encountering Dashun for the first time, Mo Beitian slashed three disciples with a
magic knife, raised the big knife full of blood, and roared furiously!

“Kill!”



Although the number of demons is small, they occupy the terrain and the sky. At this
time, the morale is strong and the roar is shaking.

With the demon clan’s murderous vigor, the three major clans suddenly became more
chaotic.

“fcuk, where did the demons come from?” Wang Shu could really fend off a clone of
George, looked towards the burning backyard, and couldn’t help but roar.

“I don’t know, they killed all of a sudden.” Ye Gucheng replied softly.

“

Damn, when did these mice get so courageous and dare to attack us at this time?” “fcuk,
it’s so courageous, these grandchildren, when this is over, I won’t fix them. , I don’t
fcuking believe in Chen.”

“fcuk, these turtles and grandchildren are really stupid, now come to join in the fun, are
their brains flooded?”

A group of masters yelled and vented their hearts Of extreme dissatisfaction.

They look at the problem from their own standpoint, but they have to criticize others from
their own standpoint. When they don’t follow their interests, others’ brains are flooded,
which is really funny.

George obviously also noticed the sudden demon. Although he didn’t know the purpose
of these people, their surprise attack gave George a chance to breathe.

“George, here we are.” Mo Beitian also saw George looking at him, immediately forcibly
chopped down two enemies, and shouted at George with a knife.

Hearing this, George was stunned.

Everyone on the scene was also taken aback.

“What do you mean? These demons are here to help George?”

” Damn , is George really a demons?”

“Before I heard nothing of the people who were in the city said dew, says South Korea
and three thousand inferno collusion, Magic is human, did not think is true.”

“Alas, the hero a hero, but stoop Magic “It is

a pity for a group of people, but they are somewhat demeaning, just like those masters
who criticize the magic way, they will only stand on the highest point of morality, and it
does not matter what they are hanging up high, but I like to preach to others.



Such people are often the most stupid.

“George is obviously an earthling. Everyone knows this. How could he be a member of
the Demon Race, can you have a little brain?” But there were also sober people who
said.

“Hehe, if he is not, why would the people of the magic road help him at this time? Do you
dare to say that they are okay?”

“Hehe, your mother cheated, it means you are not born to your father? What are you?
Logic?” The

two waves of people suddenly became quarrelsome.

In fact, George was also very surprised at this time, especially after hearing Mo Beitian’s
words, he believed that he had nothing to do with the demons. Even the fellow of the
magic dragon, although he is a magic way, but when he is active, he also It is impossible
to have any connection with the current magic way. Therefore, George was naturally
unbelievable for the help of the Demon Race, and was very shocked.

“fcuk, this group

of demons actually came to help George.” “This group of b!tches, actually against us at
this time?” Wang Suzhi and others were extremely angry with Mo Beitian. .

In normal times, in order to label George and find reasons for themselves, they are a
man of magic to George. Now, the man of magic really helped George, and the
mentality of this group of people exploded again. It is called a wonderful flower, but it is
the true face of many people.

Taking advantage of the people with the magic way to attack, George was confused and
confused, but how could he miss such a good opportunity, taking advantage of the
chaos of the crowd below, George rushed in with a Pangu axe to kill.

The three families that had already besieged George, who were almost desperate,
suddenly fell short of success, and their positions were completely chaotic. George even
cooperated with the demons outside and came to attack inside and outside.

For a time, the three major families suffered heavy losses.

“What are you still doing in a daze? George handed it to us to deal with, and you guys
immediately led the troops to suppress the group of demons.” Seeing that the situation
was wrong, Lu Wushen forced the gods to open up, and after a command, he
straightened. Rushed to George away.

Ao Shane did not dare to neglect, as soon as Shenneng opened up, he followed closely
behind.



Wang Shuzhi and the others immediately pulled away and flew behind them, and
confronted Mo Beitian, Qingji, and the demon.

In this way, the chaos is slightly stable.

George also knew that the attack behind him would not have a long-term effect, after all,
the gap between the number of people and the strength was really too big.

Although the three major families did suffer heavy losses due to the raid, after stabilizing
their positions, they quickly surrounded George and the demons.

The situation was finally reversed slowly.

“Huh, a bunch of mobs dare to dominate the king here. Today is your death date. It
depends on how long you can last.” Wang Slowly yelled, then waved his hand, pause for
time, Yaoshenge disciple Attacked suddenly.

With the attack of Yaoshen Pavilion, the demon soldiers who were surrounded suddenly
screamed and the situation was in immediate danger.

But at this time, in the center of the trapped fairy valley, the earthquake suddenly
intensified and spread all the way, as if something was about to break out of the ground.

Chapter 2353
buzzing! !

It didn’t take long for Fu Mang and others in the center of the sleepy fairy valley to reflect
from the change and shock, and then they experienced another more ferocious and
terrifying earthquake.

If it was only a slight movement before, then what Fu Mang and the others are now
experiencing is a violent shaking like a nightmare. A group of people were even directly
shaken to the ground because they were out of luck, and couldn’t stand up.

After being lucky, the group jumped directly out of the ground. Floating in the air and
looking back, I was stunned to discover that this earthquake can be described as
terrifying.

The ground under his feet was like a big tree in a tenth-level wind, swaying crazily.

But what is rather strange is that for such a huge earthquake, the ground will be torn
apart by convention, but the land here is intact.

“This…” Fu Mang was obviously too shocked to speak.

Buzzing!



The violent shaking was like withering just now, and it was quickly released from here
towards the periphery.

“George, let me see where you go!”

The outermost periphery of Sleepy Fairy Valley. Wang Chun took the lead. Under the
control of the two true gods, he slapped George’s avatar with a palm directly on the back,
and immediately shook the golden light of George’s avatar, and the other seven avatars
also instantly shook. Obviously, George has entered an extremely exhausted state after
experiencing such a long period of encirclement and suppression.

Although George has the heart of the dragon clan. However, after many battles, the
heart of the dragon clan is always limited. In addition, today one person fights 10,000
people, and the loss is even more unimaginable. Even with the heart of the dragon clan,
George finally feels what oil is. The lights are dead.

The support of the Demon Clan gave George a chance to breathe, but it was only a
respite. Although the Demon Clan’s soldiers succeeded in surprise attacks and caused
heavy losses to the members of the three families, after all, they are at a huge
disadvantage in terms of numbers, and the masters are not as good as those. There are
so many three families, which is just a drop in the bucket by comparison. As the three
families slowed down, and a group of masters such as Wang Wenzhi returned to the
rear to support, the demons were soon trapped in heavy encirclement. .

Afterwards. Naturally, when the Demon Race was desperate, the encirclement of the
three major families was driving closer and closer, and the deaths and injuries began to
become more frequent.

For George and Sanzong Momen, it was already a desperate situation.

The golden light of Georgeba’s golden body has been extremely unstable and flickering
constantly, obviously it will not last long.

“I’ll block everyone, you take the opportunity to withdraw quickly.” George glanced at Mo
Beitian and said coldly.

Although he didn’t know why Mo Beitian and others rescued him, since others came to
save him, he owes others a love. At this last moment, George naturally intends to repay
the favor, at least, let them How much is escaped.

“No, let’s block everyone, you retreat.” Mo Beitian roared unwillingly.

He couldn’t say how tall he was, and he was not someone who could sacrifice himself
for others, but he knew what George was alive and what it meant to Demon Dao.

Any camp, if there is no high war. So no matter how many people in this camp are, it is
also a lower camp, because no one will take you seriously.



But if you have a high battle, even if there is no one in your camp. But who dare to
ignore it?

This is like helping the family today. There is no high war. Even if you are one of the
three big families, it will be quickly replaced by others. Become a target for everyone to
deceive.

But on the other hand, people like Lu Wushen and Ao Shane, even if there is only one
person in their school, who would dare to provoke them easily?

The Mozu has been succumbed for too many years, and has been suppressed for too
many years. It is really difficult to find top masters in this suppression, so it has fallen
into an endless loop and is gradually on the verge of collapse.

The appearance of George is the only opportunity for the Mozu. Only with the help of
George can the Mozu emerge from the suppressed quagmire and continue to develop.

and so. He had to do this.

“I withdraw?” George smiled and said coldly: “Did I withdraw? Can you resist them? I am
their main target. You withdraw. Otherwise, we will all die here. “As

soon as the voice fell, George suddenly opened his valve, and all his energy was
completely emptied out.

Obviously, George was doing his last fight.

It’s not that George doesn’t want to live, but that the opponent is really too strong, the
Shuangzheng is worthy of nearly 100,000 elite soldiers, let alone George, even if it is
any true god in the field. It will never be able to withstand it.

“Go!”

George’s hands condensed, and the eight sky-fire moon wheels suddenly gathered in
one place, directly blasting in one direction.

Suddenly, the sky-fire moon wheel converged into a huge red and purple wave. Flip
away directly.

boom!

A huge gap was directly blasted by the huge wave on the human wall of hundreds of
meters.

“Go!” George shouted violently.



Immediately afterwards, the whole person led the other seven avatars, flew, and a flying
body shielded the blasting gap. The other seven real avatars directly gathered in the air,
gathered together, and bombarded in seven directions without stopping. .

Countless people fell instantly under George’s attack.

Seeing such a scene, the demon, who had always been quite dissatisfied, was a little bit
stunned.

“Is this a fcuking human?” The demon’s eyes narrowed. Looking at George in midair, he
couldn’t help but cried out strangely.

Between the hands, the world was destroyed, no wonder this group of people fought him
for so long. Did not take him.

“Although Lao Tzu came to rescue you, and was rescued by you, it is totally irrelevant.
However, you are fcuking strong enough, George, if you can come out alive, Lao Tzu’s
Troll Palace will treat you like a dog. Say no two.” Throwing a word, the demon waved a
big hand, and the leader shouted: “Withdraw!”

At this time, Qing Ji couldn’t help but look back at George. A clone guarded the exit for
herself and others, and the other seven clones were like seven gods. Buddha-like,
invincible, it is a joke to say that it is not shocking.

Although this time he couldn’t save people, he made himself into a desperate situation,
but it was not a loss to be able to appreciate a battle against the gods so close.

Mo Beitian also glanced at George with some dismay. The person who can sacrifice his
life for righteousness must be the best leader. Thinking of this, he shouted to George:
“George. Give me a living. If you survive, you will let me move towards the east. My
special mother will never go west. Brothers, let me retreat! “

As Mo Beitian led the last group of people to retreat, the people of the Demon race
officially left the battlefield. Wang Suzhi wanted to lead the pursuit, but was given by
AoShane. After blocking it, Ao Shane looked at George in the air leisurely, and couldn’t
help but sneered: “George, George, I think you are still alive this time?”
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